Major Retailer Case Study

Manufacturer of Consumer Goods Products Utilizes Engineering Expertise for Retail Point of Purchase Display Design

Challenge
Create a retail point of purchase display that showcased several unique but related products and could be easily scaled from full pallet to half pallet.

Difficulties
Developing a design from scratch that incorporated multiple unique but related products on the display, could be easily reconfigured, stacked, and moved.

Solution
A sustainable display was designed and engineered that increased sales far beyond expectations of the client.

Background
A manufacturer of consumer goods products wanted to create a point of purchase pallet display to increase sales on disposable tableware materials for their customer, a Fortune 100 distributor of low cost retail products. The display had specific requirements but there was not an existing model with specific materials to use for the design.

As an organization faced with distributing retail products at a low cost to consumers, the company decided to seek the help of a packaging partner that had expertise in shoppable action displays. The client’s requirements for the display included:
- A sustainable display that could easily be reconfigured
- A display that was easy to load and assemble as all components were being manufactured and assembled in-house
- Pallets had to be able to stack three high
- Easy to move around retail storefront

Victory Packaging’s packaging engineering team had expertise in shoppable displays and was able to understand the major retailer’s comprehensive documentation related to this subject matter. The team worked to create a completely sustainable display that exceeded the client’s expectations. With sustainability, efficiency, and ease of use as the key drivers, the team quickly put together a working prototype for the client that then turned into a full display. The client’s sales on the tableware increased significantly.